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NEWS IN BRIEF
ESME Members Recognized By AA
Construction Bureau, Granted an
Award
In connection with the First
Construction
Profession
Week
(FCPW) that spanned from August 30 to
September
3,
2017,
the
City
Government
of
Addis
Ababa
Construction
Bureau
requested
ESME to select a professional who
has contributed a lot in the
Construction Industry from the
Society.
Accordingly,
ESME’s
individual and institutional members
were requested to nominate such
members.
After
receiving
six
nominations,
an
evaluation
committee was formed and selected
Engineer Demirew Metaferia, owner
and chairman of SINTEC Ethiopia
PLC to be recognized and awarded
by the Bureau for his unparalleled
contributions to the construction
industry.

Accordingly, Engineer Demirew was
granted a Lifetime Professional Award
from the Bureau for his contributions to
the construction sector during the grand
closing ceremony of the FCPW held at
ECA Hall on September 3, 2017. ESME
would like to congratulate and to
express its warm appreciations to
Engineer Demirew and his company,
SINTEC Ethiopia PLC!
In related news, two papers entitled
“The Role of Mechanical Engineers in
the
Construction
Sector”
and
“Alternative
Low-Cost-Residential
Housing Steel Structure Construction
for Ethiopians” were presented by
fellow Mechanical Engineers and
individual members of ESME, named
Dr. Yilma Tadesse and Engineer Abrha
Meressa at the panel discussions of the
FCPW held at the ECA Hall on August
30 and 31, 2017 respectively. Both
engineers were from Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology (AAiT).
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Azeb Akalu
Engineer Demirew Metaferia
receiving the award

W/ro Tigist Teshome receiving a
certificate from Ato Abate Sitotaw,
Deputy Mayor of AA city
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The City Government of Addis Ababa
Construction Bureau had involved a number of
professional associations in organizing the
events of the FCPW. Among such associations,
ESME through its ex-Executive Manager, W/ro
Tigist Teshome was a member of the organizing
committee, who served in the subcommittee of
awards preparations and discharged her
assignments proficiently.
Consequently, on the closing ceremony, W/ro
Tigist
was
awarded
a
certificate
of
participation.
Moreover, ESME was granted a crystal award
and a certificate for its considerable
contributions.
The events were organized by the Bureau
under the theme of Building a City for

Generations!

New Institutional
ESME

Members

Joined

Through a strenuous effort of Engineer Feleke
Dejene, one of ESME‟s Board members and
Council Chair of Members‟ Affairs, the
following three companies have become fullfledged and registered institutional members
of ESME during the period of June 26, 2017 to
July 13, 2017.




ACME Engineering and Trading plc.
Geta Electromechanical Manufacturing
and Contracting plc.
Fortschritt Electro-Mechanical Services
plc.

In related news an organization called METAL
JOB S.R.L whose owner is an Italian national
has become a qualified and registered
institutional member of ESME as of August
30, 2017 through the rigorous endeavor of
ESME‟s individual member and member of
Members‟ Affairs Council, Engineer Abrha
Meressa.

The number of institutional members of ESME
now stands at 51. We solemnly request other
ESME members to follow suit Engineer
Feleke‟s and Engineer Abrha‟s remarkable
endeavors by soliciting organizations to be
institutional members and by looking for
sponsors to relieve the financial limitations of
ESME.

Different Institutions Sponsored
Outstanding Students
NA Metals Industry and Engineering PLC
graciously opted to sponsor three destitute
and outstanding mechanical engineering
students by paying Birr 450.00 per month per
student, astonishingly on its own initiative. We
sincerely
hope
and
encourage
other
institutional members of ESME would emulate
NA Metals‟ benevolent funding scheme. ESME
expresses
its
heartfelt
gratitude
and
appreciation to NA Metals Industry and
Engineering PLC.
The other sponsor is Kebede Desta Girma
Foundation (KDGF) from Washington, USA,
who has signed an agreement with ESME to
sponsor
five
outstanding
and
needy
Mechanical Engineering students, by paying
them an amount of Birr 450.00 per month per
student in order to help them meet their
financial obligations while attending colleges
in Ethiopia. If things materialize as planned,
KDGF wants to support every upcoming
academic year additional five new needy
students and help them out during their
journey
to
earn
their
degrees.
This
sponsorship was implored by Dr. Tesfaye
Dama, another Board member and Policy
Council Chair. ESME conveys its heartfelt
appreciation to KDGF and also to Dr. Tesfaye
for his unflagging energy in the support he
provided!

The Enthusiastic and Diligent
Christine Seyfou
Resigns from Her Post
/ro Christine Seyfou, the Manager
of the Business Wing of ESME (ESME Training
and Consultancy Service), who has served the
Society for more than 10 years with
enthusiasm and diligence has resigned from
her post as of July 22, 2017. The Board has
accepted her resignation and decided to
officially acknowledge her competent and
industrious service through a token gift to be
presented to her during ESME‟s General
Assembly.
Meanwhile,
the
Board
has
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requested her to continue delivering her
indispensable service as an adviser on an
intermittent basis. Hopefully, she will accept
the Board‟s request and we look forward to
seeing her on-board again with ESME, after a
short break. Following ESME‟s Board decision,
the vacant and challenging post left by W/ro
Christine is now filled by transferring W/ro
Tigist Teshome, the ex-Executive Manager of
ESME.

E

SME Becomes Member
Steering Committee

of

a

Metals Industry Development Institute
(MIDI) has set out a strategic twinning
program with Indian institutions to train and
do research work with Ethiopian institutions,
especially in the metal industry. As a result,
ESME has become one of the steering
committee members. About 37 Indian
organizations are involved in the cooperation
agreement. The required budget has been
allocated for the purpose. ESME is working in
the twinning committee and Engineer
Alemayehu has paid a visit to India along with
MIDI staff in mid June 2017. MIDI‟s Director,
Ato Workneh Delelegn, a fellow mechanical
engineer is reported to be playing a
considerable role in the twinning program.

E

2.
3.
4.

6.

7.

Dawit
Tedla,
Debre
Markos
University,0913-628231,
dawit.tedla98@gmail.com, 4th year
Firehiwot Matewose, Wolaita Sodo
University,0927-361115,
firehiwotmatewose@gmail.com,
4th
year
Mekdes Hailu, AAiT, 0924-344049,
Hamekdes@gmail.com, 4th year

AAiT Graduates 177
Students
Addis Ababa University Institute of Technology
has graduated 177 students from School of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering in
2016/2017 Academic year. Among the
graduates about 32 are female students whose
number is growing from time to time. The total
number of the graduates includes both regular
and extension program students.

Obituary:

SME Conducted a Meeting with
University
Students’
Associations

A meeting was organized to share experiences
among university students‟ clubs‟ and
associations‟ chairpersons and representatives
on September 21, 2017 from 9:15 AM until
1:25 PM at ESME‟s office.
Activities at each university, encountered
problems in forming the students‟ clubs and
associations were discussed. Journals and
newsletters of ESME were distributed to the
participants. ESME‟s statues, by-laws and
addresses of ESME‟s institutional members
were also given to some of them in softcopies.
It was agreed that Dawit Tedla from Debre
Markos University, creates a social network
and ESME emails minutes of the meeting to
the participants.
Participants were as follows:
1.

5.

ESME expresses its heartfelt condolences for its
senior
member
Engineer
Workagegnehu
H/Giorgis Dejen who passed away on Hamle
12, 2009EC. He was a Factory Manager at
Steely RMI. We earnestly wish that his family
members and friends surmount their deep
sorrow. May his soul rest in peace!

Yeabtsega
Abere,
Arba
Minch
University,0927-644196,
yeabtsega190@gmail.com, 5th year
Abrham Degefu, Dilla University,
0913-652935,
abrham.degefu@yahoo.com, graduated
Hailu
Desalegn,
Mizan
Tepi
University,0922-867161,
hailudesalegn@gmail.com, 4th year
Solomon
Seifemikael,
Mekelle
University,0919-429043,
solomon2147@gmail.com, 3rd year
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EDUCATIONAL FORUM
Engineering Ethics
Social Responsibility
Corporate
organizations
have
social
responsibility to all of their „stakeholders‟. This
includes the well-being of the employees and
their unions, socially responsible investors,
customers,
dealers,
suppliers,
local
communities, governments, non-governmental
organizations, and the business owners and
managers. Besides showing concern to employee
relations and other internal organizational
matters, the organization is concerned with
(a) how the product/project is marketed,
used or misused, how it fails, and how it
is disposed or discarded. For example,
the ways in which the used battery cells
and computers are discarded have been
debated in engineers‟ forums.
(b) protecting the work environment during
manufacture as well as the external
environment during transport or use.
(c) training
the
disadvantaged
or
physically-challenged workers
(d) subcontracting and hiring practices, and
(e) Contributing to local communities to
enrich their cultural, social, and civic
life. It may be even compensatory
against the harm to environment (e.g.,
planting trees).
Various types of responsibilities such as causal,
moral, and legal are distinguished through
appropriate examples, as shown below:
Events
1.

2.

A stray cattle on
the rail track
caused
the
derailment
of
goods train

A child playing
with
matches
causes fire

3.

4.

5.

The
products
sold
have
caused
harm
while being used

6.

A fitter lost one
of his eyes while
inserting a chip
by
using
a
hammer

7.

In a contract, it is
not implied that
the engineer is to
be held for not
observing
the
possibility
of
danger. But an
accident occurs
A pandal erected
by
the
contractor, in a
marriage
hall
catches fire due
to a leakage of
electric current
Question papers
were leaked out
by some persons
during transport

Responsibility
Although cattle is the
cause, the owner of the
cattle
is
morally
responsible
(b) The owner is legally
responsible for letting the
cattle go astray on the
railway track, that is
trespassing
Although the child is the
cause, the parents who have
left the match box within the
reach of the child are morally
responsible

(a) Samson was
driving a car. He
failed to stop at
the red signal,
which caused an
accident
(b) Suppose he
applied brakes.
but they failed
There was a
forest fire. It was
traced to camp
fire at specific
site
and
Teshome
was
the last to use
the camp site

(a)

8.

9.

(a)

Samson
is
responsible

causally

(b)

Samson
has
been
negligent
of
maintenance of brakes

Teshome
is
causally
responsible for the forest fire
he failed to put out the camp
fire. Although the temperature
was high, and the dry leaves
helped the fire to spread,
Teshome allowed the fire to
spread. Hence, he is the
cause
The
engineer
or
the
engineering firm is legally
responsible for the harmful
effects of defects in their
products. But they are not
morally responsible for the
harm or defects
The hammer manufacturer
was legally responsible on
the basis of the doctrine of
strict liability, which does not
require any proof of effect in
the design of the hammer.
Morally the manufacturer
was not responsible
The engineer is free from
legal responsibility. But he
has moral responsibility to
observe the work done

No legal responsibility for
pandal contractor. Owner of
the hall is morally responsible
for the leakage

Controller of Examinations
cannot
be
held
legally
responsible, although he is
morally responsible
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GUEST

“I sincerely advise, request and call upon ESME members to serve the Society in its various
organs…” Engineer Teferi Taye
In this Ethiopian New Year first quarter issue of ESME Focus, we have invited Engineer Teferi
Taye to be our guest. Who is Engineer Teferi? What has he accomplished so far? What is his
aspiration? Here is the interview with him:
My duties at EWWCA, WSSA and MoWR were
ESME Focus - Would you please tell us in brief
basically conducing researches on various water
about yourself?
abstraction devices, notably wind pumps, hand
Engineer Teferi Taye - I was born and raised in
pumps, and solar pumps. The assignments were
the then called Bale province. I was one of the
top students during my high school studies.
professional
engineering
researches,
During the Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate
supervisory, and administrative works. I was
Examination (ESLCE), I was the only one who
responsible for directing, planning, coordinating
passed the exam out of the twenty students who
and supervising the major segments of the
sat for it. Then I joined the Addis Ababa
organizations‟ research activities and related
University, Mechanical Engineering Department.
programs.
My performance during my undergraduate
studies was good enough for me to be offered an
In these endeavors, the Research and
in country scholarship from the German
Academic Exchange Service and got financial
Development Department which was structured
support for three years. I graduated with a B.Sc.
under EWWCA, WSSA and MoWR at different
degree in Mechanical Engineering in September
times, where I was the Team Leader, was able to
1977.
develop six types of wind pumps varying in sizes
After having worked for about 11 years, I
from 3m to 10m in diameters, construction
continued
my
postgraduate
studies
in
materials and speed controls. The 10m diameter
Renewable Energy and the Environment at
wind pump was by then the largest ever to be
Reading University, UK and obtained my M.Sc.
degree in December 1991.
manufactured in Africa.
ESME Focus - You have been working as a
Mechanical Engineer at different public and
private organizations in different capacities.
What are the experiences you gained from such
exposures?
Engineer Teferi – Yes, it is true that I have
served in different capacities. These include:
working in Assab Oil Refinery, Wonji Sugar S.C.,
Ethiopian Iron and Steel Foundry, Engineering
Design and Tool Centre (EDTC), Ethiopian Water
Works Construction Authority (EWWCA), Water
Supply and Sewerage Authority (WSSA), the
Ministry of Water Resources (MoWR) and
Equatorial Business Group (EBG) PLC.

Figure 1: 10m Diameter Wind Pump, one of wind pumps
developed by Engineer Teferi’s team

Engineer Teferi Taye

During my stay at EBG, I reverse engineered
Tozzi
and
Bardi‟s
(Italian
wind
pump
manufacturer) 6m diameter, multi-bladed wind
pump and managed to have manufactured four
sets of these wind pumps partly in the own
workshop of EBG and the rest by subcontracting
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other workshops in the city. My other duties
were marketing hand pumps, solar pumps, solar
water heaters, and photovoltaic (PV) equipment.
I have international experience in presenting
papers at workshops in Nairobi (Kenya), Kanye
(Botswana), the USA (Pasadena and Atlanta in
California and Georgia respectively), and Kuala
Lumpur (Malaysia). As a result, I have managed
to publish research outputs in local and foreign
proceedings and journals as follows.















"Low Cost Energy Sources in Ethiopia",
proceedings of workshop sponsored by
Commonwealth
Secretariat,
Kanye,
Botswana, November 24-29, 1980.
"Wind Turbines in the Rural Pumping
Technology Research Project", proceedings of
American Wind Energy Association (AWEA)
Conference, Pasadena, California, USA, 2326 September 1984.
(Co-author) “Research on Rural Water
Pumping Technology”, ZEDE-Journal of the
Ethiopian Association of Engineers and
Architects, Vol. 6, Addis Ababa, December
1984.
(Co-author) "Slow Running Wind Pump",
R&D Conference, organized by the Ethiopian
Science and Technology Commission (ESTC)
and
Swedish
Agency
for
Research
Cooperation with Developing Countries
(SAREC), Addis Ababa, 4-11 November
1986.
"Hand Pump Development by the Rural
Pumping Research", African Water and
Sanitation Symposium, Atlanta, Georgia,
USA, 3-8 May 1987.
R&D Activities on Solar Energy Harnessing,
Journal of the Ethiopian Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ESME), Vol. 1, No 2.
June 1997.
Hydraulic Ram Pump, Journal of ESME,
Vol. II, No 1, July 1998.
Wind Energy Harnessing-Theory and the
Ethiopian Experience, Journal of ESME, Vol.
II, No 2, October 1999.
ESME Focus - Many
of the certificates
you obtained do not
seem directly related
to your profession,
i.e.
Mechanical
Engineering.
How
would you
relate
these
experiences
and knowledge to
your real profession?
Figure 2: Reverse Engineered
Wind Pump at EBG

Engineer Teferi - As you may realize, most of
the certificates I obtained were while I was
working at EBG and my duties there included
over and above the research works, directing the
awareness creation on renewable energy
products to target customers; promoting the
sales of hand and wind pumps, solar systems
(thermal and photovoltaic) and others which
needed marketing and sales knowledge.
Marketing and sales require analyzing sales and
revenue trends; reviewing and updating
customers‟
profiles;
checking
out
one‟s
competitors, etc. The trainings, therefore, were
aimed at strengthening my marketing and sales
skills.
ESME Focus - You have many work experiences
related to water and irrigation and in most cases
to renewable energy, wind energy, wind pump
and rural pumping. Would you please mention
some practical examples to share your
experience with other ESME members?
Engineer Teferi - The wind pump prototypes
designed, manufactured, installed and tested
and the use of solar pumps were both for
potable water supply and small scale irrigation
schemes. They were meant to address energy
problems, as wind and solar are free and
inexhaustible sources of energy. Unfortunately,
when MoWR closed the department, the
research couldn‟t continue and the wind pump
prototypes couldn‟t reach the level of mass
production. The reverse engineered wind pump
at EBG that realized fabrication of four sets
couldn‟t keep its momentum because of lack of
EBG‟s full-fledged workshop which necessitated
subcontracting other workshops resulting the
unit being prohibitively expensive and deterring
customers from buying it. I would say this can
be one area that can be further explored. If there
is any interested organization, this particular
wind pump is an option for manufacturing as it
is suitable for the Ethiopian wind regime.
ESME Focus - Anyone who knows about you or
who has the information that you are a
Mechanical Engineer by profession with B.Sc. in
Mechanical Engineering and M.Sc. in Renewable
Energy and the Environment, would not expect
your engagement in translation work from
English into Amharic and vice versa for a
number of times. As language translation
requires skill and an eye of ability, what do you
say about this?
Engineer Teferi - I have not been involved in
professional language translation work. My
experience in language translation is more of
voluntary contribution to a monthly newsletter
that focuses on faith related teachings.
Translating downloaded articles from the
internet to convey messages to members of the
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church community do not necessarily require
professional level of experience. Therefore, I
would say this is my leisure time activity to the
benefit of the community I am involved in other
than my professional life.
ESME Focus - Your participation in professional
societies
and
committees
shows
your
commitment to contribute your part as a
professional and as a citizen. What do you
advise fellow members to take from your
exemplary work?
Engineer Teferi - Working with professional
societies, and networking with others develops
one‟s innovational capacity and helps to get
introduced to new technologies and contributes
to solve problems in Ethiopia by fellow experts.
In line with this, I had participated in the
following committees‟ and society‟s works.










Chairman, Publications Council of ESME
Member, Ethiopian Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ESME)
Member, Task Force, Publications Council,
ESME
Chairman
Exhibition
Committee
for
inauguration of the Arba-Minch Water
Technology Institute
Member, Technical Committee to embark
Hand Pump production in Akaki Pump
Factory (APF)
Member, ESTC Water Sector Policy Drafting
Committee
Secretary, Committee entrusted with the
task
of
structuring
Research
and
Development Department under MoWR.
Member,
Office
bestowed
with
the
responsibility of Developing the Federal
Water Policy of Ethiopia, MoWR
Member, Evaluation Committee of the
Technical Papers presented by consultants
in the Federal Water Policy Development
process, MoWR

Now I am serving ESME as an Executive
Manager. I sincerely advise, request and call
upon ESME members to serve the Society in its
various organs to enable ESME discharge its
duties and responsibilities competently and to
an acclaimed international standard.

ESME Focus - Despite the challenges they faced,
your predecessors have tried their level best in
overcoming problems. As the new Executive
Manager of ESME, what new undertakings are
you planning especially to make ESME an
outshining Society and what legacy do you want
to leave behind after your term is over?
Engineer Teferi - This is a challenging query. I
don‟t certainly plan to start afresh. I like to build
on what my predecessors have done. I like to
learn from experiences of other strong societies,
here or abroad and by way of establishing
contacts and whenever applicable by visiting
them and adapting their findings to ESME‟s
circumstances.
I
strongly
believe
that
brainstorming
sessions
with
Executive
Committee and Board members and the various
councils would help solve challenging problems.
I therefore would like to exercise this tool.
Moreover, to build a strong society every
member has to be engaged in all activities of
ESME by way of paying their membership fees
unfailingly,
solicit
organizations
to
be
institutional members, look for sponsors to ease
the financial constraints, publish research
outputs on ESME journals. Hence, by actively
engaging in the aforementioned tasks, I would
like to see ESME emerge a much-admired and
thriving Society.
ESME Focus - Do you have any additional
comments?
Engineer Teferi - I would very much appreciate
if members give us unreservedly their
indispensable comments, suggestions and share
their experiences for the betterment of ESME.
Currently, a lot of the emails we send to ESME
members bounce back for incorrect email
accounts. I therefore vehemently request
members to update their email accounts with
the Society so as to reach them with the much
desired ESME‟s written materials and info.
Last but not least, I thank you so much for
giving me the opportunity to talk about myself
and present my aspiration to see ESME reach its
zenith.

Proud to be a Member of ESME
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Profile of Ethiopian Companies
Acme Engineering and Trading Plc
ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company
ISI 9001-2008
Certified Company
ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company
Electro
Mechanical Services

Vision

ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company

Water Division

 To be recognized as a world class

engineering
solution
provider,
committed to customer satisfaction.

Design, installation, testing & commissioning:

 Water Supply Systems (Municipality, Industrial,

 Established in 2003

Irrigation, etc.)

A

leading & well-versed electro-mechanical
contracting & trading house in Ethiopia

 Engaged in Energy, Water Supply, Waste Water

Treatment, Irrigation, Agriculture & Engineering
Laboratory.

 Urban & Industrial Waste Water Treatment

Plants
Supply of Goods:

 Submersible and Surface Pumps
 DCI, GS, HDPE, PVC Pipes and Fittings
 Various Valves and Fittings
 Water Storage Tanks
 Industrial Air Compressors
 Diesel Generator Sets

Bole Sub City, Off -ring road, In front of Hayat Medical College, Next to Moenco
Tel: +251-116-639615 Cell Phone : +251-911-522598

Fax: +251-116-637778

Website: www.acme-et.com; Email: Info@acme-et.com; acmeet2003@yahoo.com P.O.Box: 1453
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